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About This Content

FS Global 2010 is a terrain enhancement pack for FSX: Steam Edition developed by PILOTS!, which provides updated 3D
mesh scenery for the whole world, including areas that are not covered by SRTM data such as Antarctica, Greenland, Iceland,

Russia and Scandinavia.

FS Global corrects and refines the terrain profiling by using new data sources which are able to offer a finer resolution (up to
nine metres), resulting in more accurate terrain.

Please note: this add-on requires 25GB hard disk space to install. Please check data costs with your broadband provider before
commencing download.

This pack corrects the default terrain mesh (landclass data) and does not include any texture updates.

Features

FS-Mesh and source data in 9m resolution for Hawaii (complete) and the southwest of the US, south of 38’N and west of
108’W.

High quality coverage of North America (and parts of Canada); nationwide LOD11 (19m).

Greenland, Iceland and Scandinavia in LOD 9 (76m; standard SRTM resolution).

Additional improved resolution around Europe including High Tatra, Scotland and Hardangervidda (Norway).
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More detailed mesh for Antarctica and Northern Russia.

Corrected views of ridges and peaks.

Reduction of irrelevant data for higher data compression.

New algorithm for finding and correcting errors.
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An enjoyable and uniquely written story that successfully conveys the tense decisions of war. As someone who really enjoyed
the Mass Effect series and sci-fi in general, I can say that Mecha Ace gives a fresh take on the genre with its memorable
characters.

However, the story falls a little flat at the end. Cultivating your stats is an invisible and sometimes contradictory affair, and
many choices near the end belittle your character. The epilogue I received was also too brief to feel empowering or particularly
satisfying.

Still, it's worth a try.. If Candy Crush and a Tower Defense had a baby, but that baby was raised by Team Fortress 2 and 80's
cartoons, you would have something approximating this deceptively addictive puzzler. I tried liking this game. I really did. But
between the below-mediocre gameplay that couldn't even rip off Gauntlet properly, an attempt at a storyline filled with nothing
but the most generic fantasy cliche's you could think of, and being forced to sit through a 5 minute tutorial about all the things in
the game you could care less about, it drained me of any interest I had when I started. Do not buy this game. Remove it from
your wish list. Get a refund if you still can.. Breakpoint and Bigben Interactive f*** you. Better than f**tn*te. Don't buy this
game. I know its cheap on a regular basis, but don't buy it. Worst 2-5 dollars you can spend.

What you should do is every time it comes on special put the equivalent amount away in a jar. Whan you have enough buy a
Call fof Duty or Medal of Honor game. Or better yet Far Cry 2 or Metro 2033.

You have been warned.. A pretty solid game. One of the more polished games made with FPSC. The levels weren't very big but
each made sense. If the levels were a bit bigger you would have a more epic game here, especially for an indie dev. Lighting was
great, and I didn;t encounter any bugs. 100% solid scifi shooter, Would have liked a little more back story but cutscenes were
decent useing ingame graphics as not to break the visual emersion. SOme of the voice acting was a little flat, primarily from the
protagonist but I did enjoy the heads up when a guard would sense me near. Some custom models would have done this game
well but I can't complain too much as what was there was placed well. My final thoughts - bigger and more would make this
have a bit more shine. Definitely a grab, especially for the summer steam sale. Remember to support your Indie game creators
folks.. ITS JUST SHEIT BUT I GOT IT DONATED SO <3. It's better than the original, sure. But I can't really recommend it.

Pros:
Beautiful art style
Big world to explore.
Much longer than the first game.
Works great with an Xbox controller
It's actually kind of fun :).

Cons:
Performance issues
Long loading times
Tons of glitches (I once flew into the sky lol)
Crashes
Weird controls
Bad camera (and you can't even invert it!)
When you first start playing, you have no idea what to do or where to go (but it's open world, I know).
Level design is meh. The world feels pretty boring and uninspired.

Neutral:
Music and sound design is... ok, I guess? A little boring and repetive at times.

If you really want it, buy it on sale (like I did).
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Very repetative but really fun!. This is an amazing not-game focused on exploration. At its time it was targeted to kids, but I can
say for sure grown ups will find a really magical, surreal and funny experience too. In fact, probably grown ups will find it more
interesting than kids nowadays, since today's kids may consider it totally outdated. BUT IT ISN'T. This "game" was totally
ahead of its time.

The world is widely creative and unique. The visual art style with 1-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN-BIT color (that is black and
white ALONE, no grays) is simply gorgeus. If you like exploring cool crazy worlds, and the oniric feeling of Alice in
Wonderland, you can't miss this gem.. Really Well Done! It Still kept the same to how it should look like and play! 10/10 on
quality :). This is one of the best idle games I've played. It combines an idle game with a legitimately good arcade space shooter.
Highly recommended.. I didn't particularly enjoy this game as it felt very constrained (you're limited to very small area) and
enemies weren't particularly smart. The premise is interesting, but poor implementation ruined it for me.. Very good music and
very good gameplay. Definetly worth the $2. Clocking in 19 mins, I already feel more tired than I have the last 4 years of my
life. I don't know how accurate this is to true boxing, but I learned that dodging by falling back (which was my natural instinct in
all my 3 fights in life) is incredibly slow, and understand why people duck instead. I have a new found respect for boxing, where
I used to think practicing with someone holding pads was stupid.

It was also really fun and worth the $9. Gonna have to replay tomorrow.
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